
RESPONSIVENESS | EXPERTISE | STABILITY

For companies across North America who want to manage their business, not their commercial truck fleet 
management challenges, Idealease offers the most responsive, fully integrated truck leasing, truck rental, fleet 
services and dedicated maintenance solutions.

We are focused on your success.
Idealease offers a safe, cost-effective and efficient alternative to commercial truck ownership through our 
comprehensive truck leasing, truck rental, and dedicated maintenance solutions. We are the industry experts at 
seamlessly transitioning businesses from truck ownership to full service leasing. Our responsive fleet services 
will help keep your business running smoothly—allowing you to focus even more attention on serving your 
customers and growing your business.

Idealease offers stability for your business because of our unique organization structure—we are a vertically 
aligned distribution network of more than 430 community-based locations.

We have the expertise to create transportation solutions for commercial fleets of all sizes. We employ the most 
seasoned and tenured truck leasing and truck rental professionals. They can show you how our fleet services and 
dedicated maintenance can help reduce the risk and costs associated with commercial truck operations and fleet 
management.

Idealease is committed to vehicle uptime. We support a fleet of more than 45,000 trucks, tractors and trailers 
with the most proficient, manufacturer-certified technicians, a vast parts inventory and the latest diagnostic 
equipment.

A BETTER ALTERNATIVE TO TRUCK OWNERSHIP
Operating your own fleet is getting more challenging 
and costly every day. Get industry-leading vehicles that 
are spec’d for your needs and backed by superior fleet 
maintenance and fleet services with a full service truck 
lease from Idealease.

INDUSTRY-LEADING VEHICLES AT A MOMENT’S 
NOTICE

Handle a short-term peak in your business, or rent 
replacement vehicles when your trucks are in the shop. 
Idealease has you covered with more than 430 truck 
rental locations in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico, and 
more than 10,000 vehicles in the Idealease rental fleet.

EFFICIENT REPORTING AND REGULATORY 
SERVICES

Legal and regulatory reporting requirements are 
complex and time consuming.  Idealease Fleet 
Services can efficiently and accurately handle your 
vehicle licensing, registration/permitting, legalization, 
and fuel tax reporting in the U.S. and Canada.

EXPERT VEHICLE MAINTENANCE KEEPS YOU 
MOVING

Your customers depend on your vehicles running 
smoothly so they can serve their customers. Improve 
the reliability of your owned or financed equipment 
with an Idealease Dedicated Maintenance Program 
tailored to your unique needs.


